
ROLLING 12 MONTH PERFORMANCE (as at 31/12/18)

% 2014/ 2015/ 2016/ 2017/ 2018/
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Countrywide Assured With
Profits Fund (S&P Series) 8.5 0.2 4.6 4.9 -2.6

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE (as at 31/12/18)

% 3M 1 Y 3 Y 5 Y 10 Y

Countrywide Assured With
Profits Fund (S&P Series) -2.2 -2.6 6.8 16.2 56.2

Countrywide Assured
W I T H  P R O F I T S  F U N D ( S & P  S e r i e s )
Factsheet data as of 31 December 2018

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This is a liability aware mandate with the investment objective to at least meet the underlying with-profits liability target return.

FUND REVIEW
The fourth quarter of 2018 delivered some of the worst returns that risk assets have experienced in this expansion, with the MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI)
down 10.7% (hedged to GBP). Concerns over a late-cycle slowing, tightening global liquidity, trade protectionism, corporate leverage and political gridlock all
coalesced to drive a repricing of growth prospects. Sovereign bonds provided some relief to investors, yet yields were ultimately supported by a still-decent economic
outlook and a slowing, but ongoing global monetary tightening cycle.

Against this backdrop, portfolio delivered a negative absolute return. Underlying manager alpha was negative across all equity regions and across fixed income. 
The biggest detractor to alpha was the JPM US Bond Fund that underperformed its benchmark. Asset allocation was also negative, our decision to be overweight 
US equities in October particularly hurting performance. Over the quarter, we gradually brought down risk and closed out our relative value bets. In equities, Europe
remains our biggest funding market and we continue to tilt away from emerging markets. We continue to maintain a clear preference for US large cap equity within
the equities complex, particularly given its more defensive characteristics and given that recession risk remains low. We maintain a small underweight to stocks, seeing
no clear catalyst to change market sentiment over the near term. We have mitigated our overweight to duration given the recent strong rally. We retain an overweight
to cash.

Global growth has slowed, as expected and, though our recession indicators as a group remain at a moderate level, we see an increased risk of a recession over the
next year. We are reflecting a more cautious tone in portfolios as we navigate a late cycle economic slowdown with rising uncertainties: US growth is decelerating and
we are seeing disappointing bounce backs elsewhere. Financial conditions continue to tighten, risk sentiment remains fragile, and the earnings outlook has become
more mixed, all of which underpin our incrementally more negative view in the near term. 

FUND STATISTICS
Fund manager(s) Katy Thorneycroft , Joe Cummings, 

David Chan and Nick Malangone

Fund launch date 04/74

Fund size (as at 31/12/18) GBP 17.7m
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Countrywide Assured With Profits Fund (S&P Series)

Returns calculated on an offer to offer, pension fund tax basis.

Source: J.P. Morgan.

PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN
As at 31/12/18 %

Equit ies 

United Kingdom 1.0

USA 12.1

Japan 1.1

Europe ex UK 0.2

Pacific ex Japan 0.0

EM (Emerging Markets) 0.0

Sub Total Overseas Equit ies 13.4

UK Government 37.9

US Aggregate 35.4

Global Government (ex UK) 0.0

Global Corporate 0.0

High Yield 0.0

EMD 0.0

Sub Total Bonds 73.3

Property 10.0

Cash 2.3



For up to date information and performance data please contact our Customer Services Team on 0345 3000144. Telephone lines are recorded to ensure compliance with our legal and regulatory obligations and

internal policies. The price of the fund is also published on the Countrywide Assured website each day.

You should remember that past performance is not a guide to the future. The price of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested.

Investment in emerging markets may involve a higher element of risk due to political and economic instability and underdeveloped markets and systems. Investments in smaller companies may involve a higher

degree of risk as markets are usually more sensitive to price movements. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of underlying overseas investments to go down or up. The value of property assets is a matter of

valuer’s opinion, not fact. These assets may be more difficult to realise and may not be realisable at all. The level of tax benefits and liabilities will depend on individual circumstances and may change in the future.

Countrywide Assured plc is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

Registered in England No. 2261746. Registered Office: 2nd Floor, Building 4, West Strand Business Park, West Strand Road, Preston PR1 8UY.


